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AUTHOR’S NOTE 
 
 
This guidebook is simply a reminder of what you already inherently know.  The simple design of this 
guidebook is to help you rewire your conscious and subconscious mind by allowing the feedback from 
the 9 inner eyes (i) of your chakras to un-oppress your repressed thoughts and suppressed feelings.  By 
using past oppression in your favor, the negative pressure from your past unresolved feelings can 
change and transform your present thoughts and feelings into your future dreams of wealth.  Diamonds 
go through years of pressure until they are ready to shine with clarity and purity.  Resistance of truth 
and pressure of love are the very process of increasing the clarity and purity of your chakras’ 9 inner 
eyes (i) of instincts, insight, integrity, involvement, identity, individuality, inspiration, intuition and 
intention.  These 9 inner eyes (i) are your chakras that will become your newfound genuine inner 
guidance towards your treasures of wealth.  And, your keys to unlocking your treasures are your faithful 
persistence of trusting the value that you know you already have inside of you. 
 
The journey of genuine inner guidance is one of goodness and challenges.  The goodness is to be 
enjoyed and the challenges, of doing what is right regardless of circumstances, are your test of faith 
which helps you increase your inner resistance and pressure to lies from fear.  Life is meant to test you 
through challenges until you have mastered all of your negative aspects of fear (i.e., shame, guilt, 
cruelty, grief, negative imagination, pain, anger, false pride, doubt, etc.).  By focusing your attention on 
your unresolved fears you will understand life’s design and begin to see the perfection in your process of 
development.  Faith and hope are your inner voice and inner vision that are your compass directing you 
towards a wealth that is more than you ever could have imagined.  And, your key of persistence is being 
responsible for resolving the problems causing your fear versus projecting them onto others, which 
contributes to your loss of power and direction.  Inner resistance of truth and inner pressure of love are 
necessary to stimulate and strengthen the imagination of your mind so you may resolve your problems 
and overcome your fears.  By understanding and using the inner process of your imagination, your past 
poisons of lies from fear will become your medicine so you may attain your future wealth.   
 
A healthy mind can be likened to your immune system, which is your white blood cells (your conscious 
mind’s spirit) persistently identifying the unknown so it may understand and process out what you don’t 
want.  By using your conscious mind’s positive thought process you will be able to identify and oscillate 
out the negative feelings from your past.  Once you set the intention of empowering yourself by facing 
your fears, your journey begins.  Life is a journey of goodness or self-oppression, if you allow it.  Once 
you decide that you are willing to trust what you already know, you will stop your self-oppression so 
that you may identify and overcome the mental-emotional scar tissue of your past fears.  Revisiting your 
unresolved past is an opportunity for you to find your deep power within.  Each person has a special gift 
to share, a source of inspiration that is unique to that individual.  By trusting what you already know, 
you will find that your keys and treasures of wealth are already safely tucked away inside of you.   
 
No one can take away what you were meant to share, but you must understand the process of 
identifying your own inner fears is yours and you must overcome your fear in order to be an inspiration 
to others.  It is through your process of identifying your own inner lies from fear that you become able 
to stimulate and strengthen all that is good within you so you may share the goodness you have 
outwardly.  On your journey, you will attract all that is good and bad within you, so you may master an 
understanding of all the experiences in life that you do and do not want.  Acting on and reacting to 
untruthful and unloving aspects of your fear will show you your inner lies of disempowerment.  The 
design of life’s process is one of true self-empowerment by consciously understanding the difference 
between what is good and what is bad for you.  Consciously understanding the difference is necessary to 
create clarity and manifest purity of all that is truthful and loving to you, which is your true wealth.  
Therefore, it is important to focus most of your attention on taking the time to make good decisions of 
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true self-empowerment.  This guidebook is especially designed to help you understand your own 
thought-feeling process so that you may make those good decisions.   
 
Healing, magic, and wealth are all synonymous for mastering the process of change and transformation 
so you may move forward towards what you want.  Magically creating and manifesting lasting wealth 
happens as you are healing the scar tissue of imbalance and misalignment in your mind by resolving 
your past problems and fear.  You create balance in your conscious mind by focusing your attention on 
hearing your inner voice of truth.  You manifest alignment in your subconscious mind by focusing your 
attention on seeing your inner vision of love.  Your daily path of genuine inner guidance gives you life 
lessons of clear truth and life experiences of pure love, which can only be recognized through your 
persistently focused attention.  You must have the majority of your focused attention on your own 
thoughts and feelings in order for you to heal your past.  Your preventative and maintained focused 
attention is a necessary skill you must develop to attain and sustain the wealth you desire.  
Understanding your potential magic of change and transformation is not only developing your skill of 
persistent focused attention, but believing in yourself to attain the outcome of your desired wealth.  
Believing in yourself is a necessary component of magic, which is called trust.  Trust is necessary for your 
intentions of faith and hope to help you change and transform what you don’t want into what you do 
want.  In order for you to understand what you do want, you must be able to clearly identify your own 
thoughts.  Your thoughts originate at a conceptual level from your good intentions to help yourself and 
others or your bad intentions of being fearfully selfish.  Therefore, it is in your best interest to first focus 
your attention to the origin of your thoughts by identifying your intentions.  The consistency of your 
good intentions manifests what you want more frequently as you resolve your negative aspects of fear.   
 
This guidebook is a template that is designed in a simple manner to help you identify your unresolved 
negative aspects of fear so that you may heal.  Unresolved fear is confusion which does not allow you to 
identify what you do and do not want.  And, you must know what you want in order to magically create 
and manifest the wealth you desire.  The answers to the wealth you desire that will bring you lasting 
happiness, health, wealth, love and wisdom are inside of you.  Understanding your own thoughts and 
feelings is necessary in order to bring the wealth that resides within you into your own outwardly 
created manifestation of lasting enjoyment.  Your path of genuine inner guidance is one that will help 
you to first resolve your negative aspects of fear so that you may have lasting wealth.  This guidebook is 
designed as a reference guide to help you each day on your path towards wealth.  
 
Your magic of change and transformation lies in your ability to make good decisions based on your inner 
voice of truth and your inner vision of love, as you are processing through your negative aspects of fear.  
Taking control of fear by understanding its negative aspects is the very essence of self-healing, which 
means bringing into power all aspects of yourself:  dark and light. Making good decisions means 
researching all of your choices and options until you find the best ones that are available to you.  What is 
helpful in your decision making process is maintaining and sustaining your connection to faith and hope.  
Doing what others may see as improbable or impossible is overcome by using the compass of your inner 
voice and inner vision of imagination.  Your positive imagination is your identity identifying your inner 
voice and inner vision of your highest potential.  Trust is ideal and essential for your imagination to exist 
through your inner voice of truth and inner vision of love.  Your focused attention to this process renews 
your conscious and subconscious mind’s neural network of true self-empowerment so that you may 
bring yourself out of your cocoon of fear and lies.   
 
Judgment of yourself and others in your self-empowerment process only takes you backwards in your 
own evolutionary process as it shows no compassion for yourself or the difficulty of those who are 
uneducated and without tools.  Proper education of our own thought-feeling process is necessary for all 
of humanity to overcome the disease of fear which has caused the global imbalance and misalignment 
affecting each person’s process of true self-empowerment.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Wealth:  The first step to acquiring all that is wealthy is by understanding the inner mechanisms of your 
own thought-feeling process.  In this guidebook, you will find a clear template that will help you process 
out your fears so that you may find your genuine inner guidance towards wealth.  Any wealth that has 
ever expressed itself in the outer world, initially expressed itself on the inside of an individual.  Innately 
everyone wants all that is wealthy.  So, what exactly is wealth?  True wealth is a path that is led by the 
trust of faith and hope that wants to give us everything we desire.  By following your path of wealth, you 
will find your own treasure chests of happiness, health, wealth, love and wisdom along the way.   
 
Intentions:  There is much debate in this world between right and wrong.  Innately, each person knows 
the difference between right and wrong.  Your guiding principles of what is right are your good 
intentions from faith and hope.  Good intentions from faith and hope are the origin of all that is wealthy:  
happiness, health, wealth, love and wisdom.  Bad intentions from faithlessness and hopelessness are the 
origin of all that is un-wealthy:  depression, sickness, poverty, hatred and ignorance.   
 
Every thought and feeling begins at the conceptual level of intention.  Intentions to help yourself and/or 
share with others allow you to make good decisions, which move you forward in your evolutionary 
process.  Intentions to not help yourself and/or not share with others do not allow you to make good 
decisions, which move you backwards in your evolutionary process.    
 
Faith and Hope:  Having faith is allowing yourself to hear your inner voice of genuine inner guidance 
from your conscious mind’s spirit.  Having hope is allowing yourself to see your inner vision of genuine 
inner guidance from your subconscious mind’s soul.  Faith and hope are your inner compass of positive 
imagination that will guide you towards all that is wealthy.  Faithlessness and hopelessness are the 
origins of cause of all the negative aspects of fear, which cause you to lose your inner compass.  The 
solutions to resolving all of your negative aspects of fear will be further explained in the Overview 
Summary and Chapters 1-9. 
 
Trust:  Trust is the most valuable commodity amongst mankind.  What is trust?  Trust is believing in your 
faith and hope of good intentions.  Why is trusting your good intentions important?  Trust allows your 
good intentions from your conscious mind’s spirit to receive fresh conceptually ideal thoughts that 
increase the clarity of your inner voice.  And, trust allows your good intentions from your subconscious 
mind’s soul to conceive fresh conceptually essential feelings that increase the purity of your inner vision.   
 
The most important commodity a person could hope to earn from another is trust.  Trust allows our new 
ideal thoughts and essential feelings to flow, which are our renewable source of mental-emotional 
energy.  Money earned that is based on trust brings abundant happiness; money earned through 
mistrustful actions brings unhappiness and future debt.  We cannot afford to lose sight of the meaning 
of trust.  Therefore, this guidebook was written to help remind you to trust yourself from the inside-out.  
Trusting yourself from the inside-out means using the compass of your inner voice and inner vision. 
 
Truth and Love:  By developing the clarity of your inner thoughts you become closer to your self-
expression of your inner voice of truth.  And, by developing the purity of your inner feelings you become 
closer to your self-expression of your inner vision of love.  Once you are able to master this process, you 
will be able to use your inner voice of truth to create and your inner vision of love to manifest your inner 
wealth outwardly.   
 
Imagination:  The path led by faith and hope is a true test through many challenges which forces us to 
consistently expand our minds by using our imagination.  Why use our imagination?  Our positive 
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imagination is our greatest ability to identify, work through and overcome the ever present obstacles of 
fear.  So, what exactly is fear?  Fear is a contractive force that causes us to not use the problem-solving 
skills of our positive imagination to get what we want.  What exactly is imagination?  Your imagination is 
your inner voice of truth that gives you your best choices.  And, your imagination is your inner vision of 
love that gives you your best options.  Unresolved negative aspects of fear become the lie that you do 
not have any choices or options to resolve your own problems (or, you may have unhealthy strings of 
attachment from someone else intentionally confusing you and controlling your choices and options).  
Your conscious mind’s spirit of active questioning allows the process of you finding your best choices 
from your own inner voice of truth.  And, your subconscious mind’s soul of formulated answers allows 
the process of you finding your best options from your own inner vision of love to achieve the wealth 
you desire. 
 
Presence of Mind:   Proper use of your mind is the ability to be in the present moment and hear your 
inner voice of truthful choices and see your inner vision of loving options.  Allowing time for total 
presence of mind is necessary for each person’s decision making process.  Being present enables our 
positive imagination to identify our best thought-choices together with our best feeling-options so we 
may create and manifest all that is wealthy.  Your focused attention is necessary for the proper 
functioning of your mind to work like your immune system. Your mind is meant to identify all of your 
challenges so you may overcome them.  Your conscious mind’s spirit is consistently working throughout 
the day to refine your complex problems into their most simple components so that you may properly 
identify your own thoughtful-beliefs of guidance.  And, your subconscious mind’s soul is consistently 
working throughout the night to resolve your complex problems into their most simple components so 
that you may properly identify your own feeling-memory vibrations of guidance.  When your conscious 
mind’s spirit and subconscious mind’s soul are properly functioning, they have greater access to your 
highest imagination which always finds solutions to go beyond your problems. 
 
Focused Attention:  Your preventative and maintained focused attention to your conscious mind’s 
spiritual inner voice of truth stimulates the process of naturally refining the clarity of your active 
questions.  And, your preventative and maintained focused attention to your subconscious mind’s 
soulful inner vision of love strengthens the process of naturally resolving the purity of your formulated 
answers of wealth. 
 
Ability to Identify:  Your ability to identify your thoughts is dependent upon your focused attention from 
your good intentions of faith.  Your good intentions of faith will refine your repressed, imbalanced 
thoughtful-belief patterns of lies that are blocking you from hearing the clarity of your inner voice of 
truth and active questions.  And, your ability to identify your feelings is dependent upon your focused 
attention from your good intentions of hope.  Your good intentions of hope will resolve your 
suppressed, misaligned feeling-memory vibrations of fear that are blocking you from seeing the purity of 
your inner vision of love formulating the answers to your problems.  
 
Thought-Feeling Process:   Each person has their own unique thought-feeling process so they may make 
good decisions towards their wealth.  It is important to understand your own thought-feeling process so 
that your decisions create balance and manifest alignment on your daily path towards wealth.  Your 
chosen thoughts are your identity of the creative power of your imagination.  And, your optional feelings 
are your identity of the manifestive power of your imagination.  So, if you are consciously focusing too 
much of your attention on something or someone else, you become imbalanced and misaligned in your 
decision making process.  Making bad decisions from your unfocused attention to your conscious mind’s 
spiritual truth creates imbalanced thoughtful-belief patterns of lies.  It is necessary for you to keep most 
of your focused attention on your thoughts of truth for your own self-protection of good decisions.  Your 
inner voice of clear truth is your self-protection, which is a necessary protection against the disease of 
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lies which have their origins in fear.  Likewise, if you are subconsciously focusing too much of your own 
attention on something or someone else, you become misaligned in your decision making process.  
Making bad decisions from your unfocused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful love manifests 
misaligned feeling-memory vibrations of fear.  It is necessary for you to keep most of your focused 
attention on your feelings of love for your own self-nourishment of good decisions.  Your inner vision of 
pure love is your self-nourishment, which is necessary nourishment against the disease of lies which 
have their origins in fear. 
  
We are not incarnated on this planet to constrict our own identity of imagining what we do not want by 
living in our own or other people’s imbalance and misalignment of lies from fear.  This is why it is 
important for you to focus your attention on taking your time to increase your own inner voice of truth 
and inner vision of love.  Your preventative and maintained focused attention to your conscious mind’s 
spiritual inner voice gives you more thoughtful-beliefs of clarity.  And, your preventative and maintained 
focused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision gives you more feeling-memory 
vibrations of purity.  Your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of love nourishes your conscious 
mind’s spiritual inner voice of truthful protection. 
 
Thought-Feeling Flowchart: 

Your Faith Allows Your Conscious Mind’s 
Spiritual Inner Voice to Continually Receive: 

Your Hope Allows Your Subconscious Mind’s 
 Soulful Inner Vision to Continually Conceive: 

A Flow of New Ideas to Become Your Thoughts  

↓ 

A Flow of New Essences to Become Your Feelings  

↓ 

Your Thoughts of Positive Reflection are 
Consistently Changing into Your 

Resistant Beliefs 

↓ 

Your Feelings of Negative Attraction are 
Consistently Transforming into Your 

Pressured Memory Vibrations  

↓ 

Your Resistant Beliefs are Creating  
Your Reflective Key Mindset of Truth 

↓ 

Your Pressured Memory Vibrations are Manifesting 
Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Love 

↓ 

 

The Inner Voice of Your Reflective Key Mindset of Truth and Active 
Questions Unlocks the Inner Vision of Your Attractive Treasured Reality  
of Love Which is Formulating Your Answers of Wealth to Resolve Your  

Past Unwanted Pressure of Fear and Your Negatively Resistant Lies   
 
Reflective Key Mindset:   The flowchart above is to help you understand the natural flow of your 
conscious mind’s spirit which works with your subconscious mind’s soul.  Each day of faith is an 
opportunity to renew your reflective key mindset of truth by paying attention to your active questions 
which refine your past unwanted resistant beliefs of lies.  Your focused attention of faith stimulates your 
conscious mind’s spirit of ideal thoughts to flow.  Your faith allows you to hear your conscious mind’s 
spiritual inner voice of opportunities which help you make good decisions on your daily path of genuine 
inner guidance towards wealth. 
 
Attractive Treasured Reality:   The flowchart above will also help you to understand the natural flow of 
your subconscious mind’s soul which works with your conscious mind’s spirit.  Each day of hope is an 
opportunity to renew your attractive treasured reality of love by paying attention to your formulated 
answers which resolve your past unwanted pressured memory vibrations of fear.  Your focused 
attention of hope strengthens your subconscious mind’s soul of essential feelings to flow.  Your hope 
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allows you to see your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of opportunities which help you make 
good decisions on your daily path of genuine inner guidance towards wealth.   
 
Yin/Yang:  Your resistance of truth is your conscious mind’s template of conceptually ideal thoughts 
from your good intentions.  Your pressure of love is your subconscious mind’s conceptually essential 
feelings that flow through your conscious mind’s resistant template of truth.  Truth and love work 
together; one cannot exist without the other.  Both are necessary for a harmoniously flowing blend of 
true love.   
 
Good intentions of hope allow your subconscious mind’s soul to pressure your conscious mind’s spirit to 
actively question your unresolved negative aspects of fear so you may find your truthful beliefs.  Good 
intentions of faith increase your conscious mind’s spiritual resistance to lies through active questioning 
to make good decisions of wealth.  Making good decisions helps you to resolve your negative aspects of 
fear, which lessen with each good decision you make.  Making good decisions from the clarity of your 
conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of active questions increases your chakras’ 9 inner eyes (i) of 
resistant truth.  And, making good decisions from the purity of your subconscious mind’s soulful inner 
vision of formulated answers increases your chakras’ 9 inner eyes (i) of loving pressure.  Both truthful 
resistance and loving pressure are necessary for a harmoniously flowing blend of true love to oscillate, 
and thereby, process out the lower vibrations of resistant lies from your negative aspects of fear. 
 
Your Chakras’ 9 Inner Eyes (i) of Clarity & Purity:  Respect your present thoughts and feelings as they 
foreshadow future events.  Your present imagination identifies your inner voice of truth and your inner 
vision of love from your past that correspond to your future.  By always trusting what you think and feel, 
you will stimulate your chakras’ 9 inner eyes (i) of clarity and strengthen your chakras’ 9 inner eyes (i) of 
purity which help to guide you towards your genuine inner guidance of wealth.  Understanding your 
thought-feeling process from your chakras’ 9 inner eyes (i) will help you to oscillate out the negative 
impressions from your past bad decisions and experiences.  Unresolved feelings from past negative 
experiences reside in your subconscious mind and cloud your conscious mind’s daily thinking process 
which is needed to make good clear decisions.  
 
This book is designed to help you make good decisions by using your conscious mind to resolve your 
negative aspects of fear residing in your subconscious mind through a simple step-by-step process.  This 
process begins with your 1st chakra and ends with your 9th chakra.  Each chakra has an inner eye (i) of 
clarity and purity which are your inner keys and treasures of genuine inner guidance towards wealth.  
Your 9 inner eyes (i) have clarity of truth to cleanse and purity of love to purify you from the painful lies 
of your past bad decisions and experiences.  Resolving past bad decisions and experiences is your 
genuine inner guidance so you may not only attain, but sustain your future wealth by learning to 
consistently make good decisions.  In the Overview Summary and Chapters 1-9, you will find further 
definition of your inner eyes (i), which are your energy centers of truth and love in your 9 chakras.  Your 
inner eye (i) of instincts is your 1st chakra, your inner eye (i) of insight is your 2nd chakra, your inner eye 
(i) of integrity is your 3rd chakra, your inner eye (i) of involvement is your 4th chakra, your inner eye (i) of 
identity is your 5th chakra, your inner eye (i) of individuality is your 6th chakra, your inner eye (i) of 
inspiration is your 7th chakra, your inner eye (i) of intuition is your 8th chakra and your inner eye (i) of 
intention is your 9th chakra. 
 
Owning All of Your Energy is Necessary for Wealth:  Your initial wealth is acquired by setting the 
intention to own all of your energy.  The total sum of your energy is your reflective thoughts and 
attractive feelings from the feedback of your 9 chakras, which are your energy centers identifying truth, 
love, fear and lies.  Your 9 chakras are:   sex, navel, solar plexus, heart, throat, subconscious mind, 
conscious mind, crown and halo.  Each energy center has an inner eye (i) of intelligent feedback that 
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stimulates your conscious mind’s spiritual resistance of truth and strengthens your subconscious mind’s 
soulful pressure of love which are your purpose and meaning moving you forward towards your wealth.   
 
Elements:   Going through the process of separating your good thoughts from your bad thoughts refines 
your past resistant lies and creates your reflective resistance of truth, which helps you to balance your 
microcosm of the macrocosm of your elements.  Your elements are your reflective and resistant energy 
centers of truth in the 9 inner eyes (i) of your 9 chakras.  Your sex and navel chakras are your earth 
element.  Your solar plexus and heart chakras are your water element.  Your throat and subconscious 
mind chakras are your air element.  Your conscious mind chakra is your fire element.  Your crown chakra 
is your elemental fire of truth and Neptune planet.  And, your halo chakra is your elemental wisdom of 
faith and Ceres planet that help you refine and balance all of your elements.  Mastering your elements 
of truth to reflect, resist, and thereby, oscillate out your past lies, is a necessary change within to create 
the outward wealth you desire.   
 
Planets/Universe:  Going through the process of separating your good feelings from your bad feelings 
resolves your past pressure of fear and manifests your attractive pressure of love, which helps you to 
align your microcosm of the macrocosm of your universe.  Your planets/universe are your attractive and 
pressured energy centers of love in the 9 inner eyes (i) of your 9 chakras.  Your sex chakra is your Saturn 
planet.    Your navel chakra is your Jupiter planet.  Your solar plexus chakra is your Mars planet.  Your 
heart chakra is your Venus planet.  Your throat chakra is your Mercury planet.  Your subconscious mind 
chakra is your Moon.  Your conscious mind chakra is your Sun.  Your crown chakra is your universal ether 
of love and Uranus planet.  And, your halo chakra is your universal star of hope and Pluto planet that 
help you resolve and align your universe.  Mastering your universe of love to attract, pressure, and 
thereby, oscillate out your past fears, is a necessary transformation within to manifest the outward 
wealth you desire. 
 
Origins of Fear:   Fear is a disease that we all must understand in order to transcend it, as we have all 
been infected with it.  The origins of fear begin with having bad intentions.  Bad intentions are those of 
wanting, wishing for or taking what does not belong to you.  Wanting, wishing for or taking what does 
not belong to you is lying to yourself.  And, so, we currently live in an environment of a manifested 
reality of fear from our own confusion of lies.  Being caught in the confusion of our own (or other 
people’s) lies is painful.  Lies originate in the mind and cause a weakness of pain which is felt in the 
body.  The problem began with the fact that we were unwilling to respect the natural ecosystem of our 
inner and outer environments.  Our inner and outer environments had a natural balance and alignment 
that have been destroyed from generations of fear, lies and greed.  Love is the privilege of enjoying our 
time with each other and sharing the natural resources on our planet.  The truth is there is plenty of 
wealth for everyone, so we need not buy into the lie of wanting, wishing for or taking what does not 
belong to us.  In reality, we all have more than enough to share with those in need around us.  And, by 
taking the response-ability of resolving our subconscious mind’s unresolved negative aspects of fear, we 
will once again be able to share the truth and love that we have destroyed.   
 
Mentally resistant lies and emotionally pressured fear are a by-product of unresolved problems.  In 
order to overcome fear, we must process through all of our resistant thoughtful-belief patterns of lies 
and pressured feeling-memory vibrations of fear.  Unresolved negatively felt feeling-memory vibrations 
of fear manifest pain which becomes negative pressure.  Unrefined negatively resistant thoughtful belief 
patterns of lies create passion which becomes negative resistance.  By ignoring your inner world of 
negative thoughts, your unidentified thoughts are creating more of your negative resistance of lies.   
And, by ignoring your inner world of negative feelings, your unidentified feelings are manifesting more 
of your negative pressure of fear.  Therefore, ignoring your inner world of thoughts and feelings 
becomes your own self-oppression, which causes all things in your life that are un-wealthy.   
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Disease:  Disease is imbalance and misalignment from fear, lies and the irresponsibility of bad intentions 
to leave problems unresolved.  Fear is the disease of negative inter-fear-ence of pressure from the 
oppression of your own past unresolved problems which represses your inner voice of truth and 
suppresses your inner vision of love.  Disease is any unhealthy thoughtful-belief pattern of lies that 
deafens you from hearing your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of truth and active questions.  
Disease is also any unhealthy feeling-memory vibration of fear that blinds you from seeing your 
subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of love formulating your answers of wealth.  Everyone is 
infected with the disease of fear to a lesser or larger degree.  Why?  Because we have all had, or are still 
having, traumatic experiences that are from our (or other people’s) unresolved problems.  Your 
unresolved traumatic experiences leave a mental-emotional scar tissue that resides within your mind 
and is felt as pain in your body.  Your misunderstood life lessons are your conscious mind’s scar tissue of 
imbalanced thoughtful-belief patterns of lies from your repressed truth which causes your acts of 
passion.  And, your misunderstood life experiences are your subconscious mind’s scar tissue of 
misaligned feeling-memory vibrations of fear from your suppressed love which causes your reactions of 
pain.  And, so, your thought-action and feeling-reaction responses become your decisions that are being 
made from your scar tissue of passion and pain instead of your truth and love.  Therefore, your disease 
of fear will become worse by ignoring it.  Your unfocused attention becomes your ignorance which 
represses your inner voice and suppresses your inner vision.  This is your own form of self-oppression.  
Your self-oppression creates more lies and manifests more disease of fear.  This is the vicious cycle of 
the disease of fear which has affected many generations.   
 
Fear, Stress and Overwhelm:  By ignoring your disease of fear you will become stressed and 
overwhelmed, because innately you know that you are not on your path of genuine inner guidance 
towards wealth.  Stress and overwhelm are a result of your own self-oppression by ignoring your fear 
from your unresolved problems.  As we know, by ignoring your fear your mind identifies itself with the 
scar tissue from the unresolved problems of your past.  Once this happens, it creates and manifests your 
false identity from your unfocused attention.  Your false identity begins to make bad decisions from the 
passion and pain of your mind’s scar tissue.  Making decisions based on your false identity perpetuates 
the lie of untruthful and unloving decisions.  Untruthful and unloving decisions are a lie, because we are 
meant to create from the truth and manifest from the love within us.  Bad decisions become your 
response that reinforces your stressed thoughtful-belief patterns of lies and overwhelmed feeling-
memory vibrations of fear. When you are too stressed and overwhelmed, your attention naturally 
becomes unfocused and your mind represses your thoughts of truth and suppresses your feelings of 
love until you become strong enough to deal with the unresolved problems from your past.   
 
By resolving all of your negative aspects of fear, you will find a way out of your un-wealthy situation of 
being stressed and overwhelmed.  It is your pain of unresolved problems that manifests your inner 
pressure of negative inter-fear-ence.  Resolve your own fear by focusing your attention on your inner 
vision of options that you do not want.  You are not meant to act on your inner vision of what you do 
not want.  By focusing your attention on what you do not want you will understand, through process of 
elimination, what you do want.  Use your pressure of negative inter-fear-ence to stimulate your 
conscious mind’s spirit to find a way to get what you really do want by staying focused on resolving your 
problems.  Resolving your problems is achieved through your conscious mind’s spirit of active 
questioning.  Your conscious mind’s spirit of active questioning will always help you to resolve your inner 
pressure of fear from unresolved problems.  By staying focused, your old inner vision will transform and 
give you a new inner vision of options that you do want.   
 
Your fear, stress and overwhelm will eventually become replaced by trusting the truthful clarity of your 
inner voice and the loving purity of your inner vision of positive imagination.  We are meant to identify 
ourselves with finding solutions to what we do want.  In the process of resolving your negative aspects 
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of fear, you must be able to work with your fear until you are able to go beyond it.  We actually want to 
understand and use our negative aspects of fear to empower us.  It is our untapped source of fuel that 
pressures us to identify our thoughts of truth which helps us to resolve our problems.  Our unresolved 
negative aspects of fear are an opportunity for us to see our weaknesses that need to be strengthened.   
We strengthen our weaknesses by consciously asking questions of how to resolve the problem of getting 
what we really do want.  Your positive thought-feeling energy oscillates and once you understand how 
to identify and use the inner pressure from your negative aspects of fear, you can process out what you 
do not want.  You will be able to go beyond your fear once you have mastered all of its negative aspects, 
which are expressed in your mind and body as weakness and discomfort.  This discomfort is a result of 
not recognizing your past bad decisions and experiences.  Once you recognize your past bad decisions 
and experiences, you will be able to resolve them by presently making better decisions. By 
understanding our past, we gain compassion and eliminate judgment, which becomes our freedom from 
fear.  Our persistently focused attention and inner imagination can resolve any problem.  
 
Healing, Magic, and Wealth:  By understanding your negative aspects of fear, you will begin to heal and 
you will have the magic of change and transformation which actually becomes your genuine inner 
guidance towards wealth.  The healing arts recognize the necessity of re-integrating all aspects of 
ourselves so we may learn to develop self-control and, in this process, gain compassion not only for 
ourselves, but for others as well.  Healers are people who are magical, because they can use multiple 
methods to change and transform negative situations and ailments of imbalance and misalignment into 
positive outcomes of balance and alignment.  People in the healing arts know that some of the remedies 
for healing are poisonous.  Therefore, we can use the poison of lies from fear to realize the different 
aspects of truth each one of us has inside.  Healing and magic are synonymous for turning your past 
poisons of lies from fear into present medicine for your future wealth.  Magical people are able to 
change and transform their negative situations into positive outcomes, which move them forward 
towards their wealth.  There are some people who are uneducated and without tools who have come to 
identify themselves with their negative aspects of fear versus using their fear to strengthen their 
weaknesses.  Un-wealthy people who are contaminated by lies from their disease of fear take positive 
situations and turn them into negative outcomes not only for themselves, but for others as well.  This 
keeps them, and others, from moving forward towards genuine wealth. 
 
Present healing becomes your future magic of change and transformation by being responsible for 
managing the total sum of your thought-feeling energy.  Owning all of your thought-feeling energy is 
your empowerment, and once you clearly understand your thought-feeling process you will be able to 
create and manifest what you do want.  By taking the time to listen to your inner voice and see your 
inner vision, you will be guided towards your wealth.  Trusting your good intentions of faith and hope 
allow your ideal thoughts and essential feelings to freely flow.  Trust opens your chakras’ 9 inner eyes of 
truth and love.  Trust is not only ideal, but essential for the magic of change and transformation of 
turning your fears into your wealth.  It is in the process of resolving your negative feelings that you will 
find your treasures.  And, the keys to finding your treasures are through persistently seeking your truth.   
 
Trust yourself to stay focused on your own problems.  Life is polarity, and the opposite of fear is trust.  
By paying attention to your fear and understanding all of its negative expressions, you can learn how to 
use it in your favor.  By using your positive thought-feeling energy, you can oscillate out the past 
negative impressions of your past negative experiences that were based on lies from fear.  Your focused 
attention to your reflective thoughts of truth and attractive feelings of love will process out your past 
negative impressions of fear from your own (or other people’s) bad decisions.  Your focused attention to 
your resistant beliefs of truth and pressured memory vibrations of love oscillates at a higher vibration 
than fear, and therefore, will process out your past negative impressions.  Your darkness of fear, which 
is all that is unidentified, shows you the contrast of your unrealized light of truth.  Truth and love are 
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magic.  It is not until you resolve your past layers of hurt feelings that you are truly able to tap into your 
genuine inner self that has its creative and manifestive power of magic.  Truly wealthy people who have 
been, or are currently, exposed to un-wealthy people are able to become stronger from such exposure.  
Having the courage to go through and process out the scar tissue of your past negative thoughts and 
feelings will become your inoculation that will prevent you from making present and future bad 
decisions.  And, it will prevent you from being affected by the bad decisions of un-wealthy people 
around you.  
 
What Else is in the Way of Your Wealth?  We’re living in a toxic environment of fear and lies which 
confuses people from having the ability to identify genuine wealth versus false wealth.  Spending time in 
a positive environment where people have mindsets of good intentions from truth and love affects you.  
Spending time in a negative environment where people have mindsets of bad intentions from hidden 
agendas of toxic lies affects you, as well.  The inner environment of a person’s thoughts and feelings 
creates and manifests their outer environment.  This outer environment is tangibly felt by most people 
as good vibrations or bad vibrations.  Most people can feel an environment of good vibrations from a 
person who has a mindset of good intentions from their positive imagination of truth and love.  
Likewise, most people can feel an environment of bad vibrations from a person who has a mindset of 
bad intentions from their negative imagination of fear and lies.   
 
Living in, working in or being exposed to truthful and loving environments helps you to identify your 
own thoughts and feelings, which allows you to make good decisions for yourself.  Likewise, living in, 
working in or being exposed to toxic environments of lies prevents you from being able to identify your 
own thoughts and feelings, which impede you from making good decisions for yourself.  Staying tied into 
people who intentionally lie, clouds your mind from making good clear decisions for yourself. 
 
Identifying People with Good Intentions:  You need to be able to identify people with good intentions 
so that you know that you are not being impeded from making your own good decisions.  People with 
good intentions are already wealthy since they choose to be responsible and resolve their own (and 
other people’s) problems.  People with good intentions have no desire to control you and have nothing 
to gain from you, since they are self-sustaining through their own positive imagination of truth and love.     
 
A wealthy-minded person with good intentions is typically able to identify the difference between right 
and wrong.  People with good intentions seek truth by asking questions in order to help themselves (and 
other people) resolve problems.  This inner process of outer co-creativity creates clarity and manifests 
purity in their outer environment.  A clear and pure environment feels un-oppressed and exciting.  
People with good intentions are willing to help you make your own good decisions towards your wealth.  
Why?  People with good intentions want you to make good decisions, so you may increase your energy 
and your resources.  This is a wealthy win-win mindset from good intentions of unselfishness.  An 
unselfish mindset is free from the lies of the disease of fear.  This environment of clarity and purity is the 
transparency of co-creative truth and love.  The co-creativity of truth and love helps you to make good 
decisions which are free from any unhealthy strings of attachment. 
 
Identifying People with Bad Intentions:  You need to be able to identify people with bad intentions so 
you will not be influenced to make bad decisions.  People with bad intentions are un-wealthy since they 
choose to not be responsible for resolving their own problems.  Why?  People with bad intentions 
intentionally do not resolve their own (or other people’s) problems to confuse and control you, so they 
may drain your energy and resources to sustain their own negative imagination of fear and lies. 
 
An un-wealthy-minded person with bad intentions pretends to be unable to identify the difference 
between right and wrong.  People with bad intentions never seek truth or ask questions in order to hide 
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their lies by intentionally leaving problems unresolved.  This inner process of outer co-dependency 
creates an unclear and manifests an un-pure environment.  An unclear and un-pure environment feels 
oppressive and unexciting.  People with bad intentions intentionally distract and drain you from making 
good decisions towards your wealth.  Why?  People with bad intentions do not want you to make good 
decisions so they may have control over your mental-emotional energy and your resources.  This is an 
un-wealthy win-lose mindset from bad intentions of greed and selfishness.  A selfish mindset is infected 
with the lies of the disease of fear.  People with bad intentions use the façade of partial truths to hide 
their co-dependent lies which creates confusion to drain you and your resources.  Their co-dependency 
of lies influences you to make bad decisions, which are full of unhealthy strings of attachment. 
 
Identifying People Who are Being Controlled:  People who are unaware of being controlled are 
unintentionally harboring the disease of fear through unhealthy strings of attachment from 
co-dependent people with bad intentions.  These people who are unaware of being controlled (this 
could be you) are struggling with pain they are seeking to resolve, since they are unable to identify their 
co-dependent people who have bad intentions.  Yet, the people who are intentionally harboring and 
perpetuating the disease of fear are not struggling with their pain, as they are controlling and draining 
other people with positive energy rather than taking responsibility for their own disease of fear.  You 
must be able to identify the difference between people with good intentions, bad intentions and those 
who are being controlled which mean no harm to you but could negatively influence your decisions.  We 
are not meant to be slaves to our fears or anyone else’s.  We are meant to use our imagination to rise 
above any circumstance that does not suit us.  The best stimulating and strengthening power of our 
positive imagination is to identify our own decisions through our inner voice of truth and our inner 
vision of love.  This book aids you wherever you are in your evolutionary process:   
 

1. This book helps you focus on your own inner voice of truth which has the purpose of giving you 
your best choices. And, it also helps you focus on your own inner vision of love which has the 
meaning of giving you your best options.  Your best choices and options are meant to help you 
become strong enough to make good decisions of unselfishly dis-attaching yourself from people 
harboring the disease of fear that are confusing, controlling and draining you from making good 
decisions for yourself. 

2. If you have already unselfishly dis-attached yourself from people harboring the disease of fear, 
this book will help guide you to heal yourself from the unfortunate effects of past bad decisions 
that were based on your lies and fear (or by someone else’s unhealthy strings of attachment 
controlling you). 

 
The goal of your unselfish dis-attachment is to allow yourself time to strengthen your individual identity 
of wealth by reassessing your healthy and unhealthy strings of attachment.  Unselfishly dis-attaching 
yourself from a diseased environment is a necessary decision in order for you to entirely heal, since it is 
impossible to do so in a toxic environment of lies.  As we know, healing is a necessary prerequisite in 
order for you to become strong enough to magically create and manifest the wealth you desire.  The 
definition of true love is staying focused on your own inner compass of your inner voice of truth and 
inner vision of love.  Your unselfish dis-attachment keeps your focused attention on mentally protecting 
your inner voice of truth and emotionally nourishing your inner vision of love.  By doing this, you hold 
faith and hope for other people to find their own genuine inner guidance, as well.  This creates your 
truthful balance and manifests your loving alignment, which allow for each person to move forward 
towards their own wealth. 
 
Consistently Making Good Decisions are Necessary for Your Wealth:   The path of genuine inner 
guidance is one of challenges to help you simultaneously resolve and master your negative aspects of 
fear through making good decisions.  It’s a well-known fact that struggle makes us stronger by 
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strengthening our weaknesses.  Your path of genuine inner guidance is one that will test you by bringing 
good and bad influences your way.  Attracting Positive Influences:  We consciously reflect our strengths 
in order to attract the positive situations that we do want.  Attracting Negative Influences:  We 
subconsciously attract negative situations in order to strengthen our weaknesses.  We become 
consciously aware of what we do not want so we may make new decisions to not attract the same 
negative situations again in the future.  Identifying negative people and situations is a form of 
educational immunization.  The process of identifying what we do not want, by consistently making 
better decisions, is our inoculation against attracting negative people and situations again in the future.  
In order to eradicate your unresolved fears, you will go through similar situations from your past so that 
you may presently make new decisions of empowerment.  By developing the skill of finding the positive 
in the negative, you will find that your treasure is your hidden source of energy to help you make good 
new decisions by simultaneously realizing your past oppressions.  And, your key of persistence unlocks a 
portion of your treasure each time you make a good new decision. 
 
As you make better decisions each day, you are resolving a portion of your past unresolved negative 
aspects of fear.  By making good new decisions, you continually gain more self-confidence and control 
over your thought-feeling energy.  Your total presence of mind is having the awareness that your 
unhealthy strings of attachments are from your own unresolved scar tissue of past oppressions.  With an 
unresolved past, your decision making process will initially be through the process of elimination.  This is 
due to the fact that your mind has been clouded from your past unresolved fears.  You will realize that 
your past unresolved fears were imposed upon you through the lie that you did not have choices or 
options (or that someone intentionally controlled your choices and options through lies).  Your past 
challenges from other people’s disease of fear should simply be the fertilizer of determination for your 
own seeds of imagination to grow, not theirs.  In order for your inner seeds of imagination to grow, you 
will need a healthy outer environment so you may heal your inner environment.  Consciously processing 
out your negative feelings from your past, allows your present seeds of positive imagination to grow for 
your future wealth. 
 
Making decisions is your own process of understanding and processing out all the toxicity of lies you 
were exposed to and, unfortunately, it wasn’t yours to begin with in the first place.  But, wealthy people 
like yourself are magical and are able to take negative experiences and turn them into something 
greater, and you’re doing it all the time by staying focused on your own solutions instead of 
perpetuating any problems. 
 
Your conscious mind knows the difference between truth and lies.  Your faith refines your good and bad 
thoughts so you may choose your own individual thoughtful-beliefs to guide you.  Trusting your own 
good thoughts allows you to act on your own inner voice of truth which tells you what you need to do.  
If things don’t work out the way you want them to, there is a reason.  You know the reason.  You cannot 
lie to yourself.  If the answer is unclear, ask that your truth be revealed to you.  The tools provided in 
this book are just reminders to help you remember what you already know.   
 
Your subconscious mind knows the difference between love and fear.  Your hope resolves your good 
and bad feelings so you may choose your own individual feeling-memory vibrations to guide you.  
Trusting your own good feelings allows you to react to your own inner vision of love which shows you 
what you need to do.  Your good and bad feelings are your own response-ability for you to resolve.  
However you feel them, is your God-given gift of guidance.  Your love is accepting all of your feelings.  
You must resolve each and every feeling so that you know the difference between good and bad 
feelings.  All of your feelings have meaning of guidance.  Your present negative feelings are connected to 
your memory vibrations of past unresolved problems.  This book is designed to help you own your 
negative feelings by working through them on your own, in your own way, and on your own path.   
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Your genuine inner guidance begins by learning to trust yourself again.  Follow these simple 9 steps 
when your mind is caught in one or more negative aspects of fear.  These 9 steps are a distillation of the 
Overview Summary you will be reading in the following chapter:  
 

1. Re-evaluate your own instinctual thought-feeling process of happiness which is communicating 
a decision of resonant distance to what you want and what you don’t want. 

2. Re-prioritize your own insightful thought-feeling process of happiness which is communicating a 
decision of karmic repercussions to what you want and what you don’t want. 

3. Re-engage your own integral thought-feeling process of health which is communicating a 
decision of merit to what you want and what you don’t want. 

4. Realize your own involved thought-feeling process of health which is communicating a decision 
of your investment of time to what you want and what you don’t want. 

5. Re-search your own identified thought-feeling process of wealth which is communicating a 
decision of your self-expression to what you want and what you don’t want. 

6. Re-consider your own individual thought-feeling process of wealth which is communicating a 
decision of your expressed vision to what you want and what you don’t want. 

7. Recognize your own inspired thought-feeling process of love which is communicating a decision 
of your expressed voice to what you want and what you don’t want. 

8. Re-gain your own intuitive thought-feeling process of love which is communicating a decision of 
your summoned channel to what you want and what you don’t want. 

9. Re-new your own intentional thought-feeling process of wisdom which is communicating a 
decision of conceptual energy to what you want and what you don’t want. 

 
Good Decisions:  are the expansive power of your self-expression which feels exciting and life-giving, 
because you know that you are creating and manifesting your own opportunities.  Bad Decisions:  are 
the contractive force of your self-oppression which feels burdensome and life-draining, because you 
know that you are creating and manifesting regrets.  Necessary Decisions:  are ones that you make for 
yourself and others that are difficult for you at the time you make them.  Yet, these decisions are ones 
that you look back on later with better clarity and realize why they were necessary for you to make.   
 
Learning from Our Past:  Past advanced civilizations honored truth above all else, because they knew 
that the fundamental principles of truth would not only attain but sustain lasting wealth for everyone.  
Genuine wealth is accumulated by having unselfish intentions of helping yourself and other people 
make good decisions through the co-creative transparency of truth and love.  People who acquire 
genuine wealth by resolving their selfish attachments and greed will ultimately end up with a treasure of 
happiness, health, wealth, love and wisdom.  Our forefathers knew the value of trust, as it is written on 
our money.  We have a present unacceptable environment of fear and lies from past generations of bad 
decisions that were based on impatience.  Bad decisions from our past generations have left a mental, 
emotional and financial deficit which needs to be replenished.  Total presence of mind to make good 
decisions is needed to fill the debt of unresolved problems from prior generations.  Building trust with 
yourself by making your own good decisions will ultimately save you time, money and energy. And, by 
presently understanding and resolving your problems from your family’s generations of past bad 
decisions, you accelerate all of the good karma of wealth that wants to come towards you. 
 
By keeping your focused attention on your inner compass, which is your inner voice and inner vision, 
you will be able to solve every problem that comes your way.  The more you develop the skill of using 
your compass, the easier it becomes to make good decisions.  As you are healing, it is necessary for you 
to focus your attention on keeping out the bad thought-patterns of lies and bad feeling-vibrations of 
fear originating in your mind (or entering in through other people’s negative influences).  Minding your 
own busy-ness of thoughts and feelings is far more beneficial than being distracted and losing time by 
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having to control the damage of bad decisions.  Unfortunately, one bad decision can have a ‘snowball-
effect’ leading to many more bad decisions.  Likewise, good decisions can have a ‘snowball-effect’ 
leading to many more good decisions.  Sooner or later, we all must take response-ability for each and 
every decision that we make.  None of us can afford to make any more bad decisions as it will have a 
ripple effect into the neural network of our family’s future generations, and ultimately, all of humanity.  
It is the response-ability of our generation to not only resolve our past problems, but to understand the 
negative aspects of fear which caused them.  Clearly, our unacceptable environment shows us that we 
presently need to make many good decisions due to generations of past bad decisions.  By re-educating 
people to have the patience to develop a new win-win mindset, we can transform our unacceptable 
environment of lies from fear into a future of unlimited resources through our own positive imagination.   

 
Learning from Your Own Past:  While you may have been a victim of other people’s bad decisions, the 
true victims are the ones who are continually making bad decisions from their own fear, lies and 
unresolved problems.  You are no longer a victim once you choose to unselfishly dis-attach yourself from 
un-wealthy people and toxic environments so you may heal and make better decisions toward your 
goals of wealth.  How un-wealthy people influence you: 
 

1. Un-wealthy people take a positive situation and turn it into a negative experience.  These 
intentional actions are their hidden agenda of toxic lies to confuse and control you. 

2. These unnatural, untruthful thought-patterns and unloving feeling-vibrations of bad intentions 
leave a scar tissue from the negative experience in your mind. 

3. Your focus of attention wants to resolve the scar tissue in your mind, which naturally leads you 
to think about the negative experience with the un-wealthy person. 

4. Your focus of attention is now on the un-wealthy person, who has intentionally formed an 
unhealthy string of attachment to control you. 

5. Your maintained focus of attention to the negative experience allows you to become receptive 
to their fear and lies, which controls your thought-feeling energy and drains your resources. 

 
Un-wealthy people are their own victims from their false beliefs of unworthiness; this caused them to 
give up the compass of their inner voice and inner vision.  When they gave up their compass, they 
allowed themselves to become susceptible to the negative thought-patterns of lies and feeling-
vibrations of fear.  By ignoring their compass, they have become fearful and lost and are now looking to 
you to sustain their energy due to their own draining false identity of lies.   
 
Un-wealthy people are projecting their lies from fear and unresolved problems onto you.  These 
projections of lies from their mental passions and emotional pains are, in fact, tangibly felt by you.  You 
can cut and heal these unhealthy strings of attachment by making new decisions of self-empowerment.  
If you do not resolve your own scar tissue of passion and pain from the negative experiences by these 
un-wealthy people, your mind will have the same toxic environment for fear and confusing lies to exist.  
Why do un-wealthy people need to project their passions and pains onto you?  Because they do not 
have the mental-emotional strength or tools to resolve their negative aspects of fear and they are 
clearly unable and/or unwilling to make better decisions.  By listening to the clarity of your inner voice of 
truth you cut your unhealthy strings of attachment and heal by moving forward. Your conscious mind’s 
scar tissue of passion will change into your future compassion of truth.  And, by seeing the purity of your 
inner vision of love, your subconscious mind’s scar tissue of pain will transform into your future pleasure 
of love.  As you can see, your magic of truth and love has the ability to cut your unhealthy strings of 
attachment so you may heal and move forward towards your wealth. 
 
Your Microcosm of Decisions Affects the Macrocosm of Humanity:  Your future wealth is dependent 
upon the decisions that you make.  And, you may find that there are some difficult necessary decisions 
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that you have to make in order for you to have the freedom from the unhealthy strings of attachment 
tying you into your own (or other people’s) fear and lies.  Each decision that we make affects not only 
ourselves, but our outer environment and other people, as well.   
 
Impatient decisions take away our balance of truthful thoughts and alignment of loving feelings, which 
cause us to lose control of our focused attention.  The false belief of not having enough time to make 
good decisions has caused our environment of lies from our negative aspects of fear that have affected 
us all.  Generations of learned impatience have caused us to lose our presence of mind to make good 
decisions.  Our inherent impatience has caused us to lose our focus of attention, which we now so easily 
give away to any distraction that comes our way.  Our focused attention needs to be where it belongs:  
on minding our own busy-ness of our thought-feeling process in order to make good new decisions.  Not 
having your focused attention on your thought-feeling energy is giving away your decision making 
power, which is needed for your future wealth.  Keeping your focused attention where it belongs allows 
your mental balance of truth and emotional alignment of love to freely flow and make good decisions.  
Being responsible for your own personal balance and alignment is your microcosm contributing to the 
greater good of the macrocosm.  The process of making good decisions to resolve your problems 
becomes your genuine inner guidance towards wealth.  The more that we buy into the lie of needing to 
make impatient decisions, the more pressure we will feel from our negative aspects of fear.  Impatience 
comes from the lie that we will not eventually have everything that our hearts desire.  Instead, our 
impatient decisions end up manifesting everything that we do not want which perpetuates our negative 
imagination of lies and fear.   
 
By taking your time to make the good decisions that previous generations of impatience did not, your 
microcosm of decisions will change the future history of the macrocosm of humanity.  Whether 
intentional or not, we now have global issues from generations of past bad decisions that had their 
origins in fear.  In order for future generations to be free from the disease of fear, we must strive to 
understand and resolve its negative aspects.  We have nothing to gain but wisdom by finding new ways 
to help people rebalance their mental thoughts of truth and realign their emotional feelings of love, so 
that they may have a balanced and aligned thought-feeling process to make new decisions that are not 
only good for themselves, but for other people as well.  Prevention and maintenance of helping each 
other make good choices is dependent upon the education of those very skills versus creating an 
environment that is counter-productive to that process.  
  
By making new patient decisions, we consciously process out all of our negative aspects of fear which 
rewires our neural network into one of wealthy decisions.  After we have given ourselves enough time 
and space to heal, we will ultimately see that un-wealthy people who have hurt us are in tremendous 
pain from their own false identity of lies.  The current problem we now face is that humankind is making 
degenerative decisions that are based on each person’s mental-emotional scar tissue which resides in 
their minds from their past unresolved problems.  Impatient decisions from passion and pain demand 
instant gratification, which ends up becoming selfish intentions of greed.  The scar tissue of pain in each 
person’s mind from their past unresolved problems is felt as stressful discomfort in their bodies.  
Unresolved pain distorts people’s perceptions to a lesser or larger degree, and therefore, the level of 
each person’s unresolved pain translates into their inability to understand the difference between right 
and wrong.  The disease of lies needs the right mental-emotional environment to exist.  And, unresolved 
mental-emotional scar tissue is the perfect environment for the false identity of lies to proliferate.  
Accepting the false identity of lies offers its victim an illusion of resolving their pain which creates more 
problems of greed.  By taking the time to help the victims in our society, we will collectively be creating 
a new future that will be inoculated against the disease of fear.  By helping victims make good decisions 
of not identifying themselves with their false identity of lies from the scar tissue of their painful past, we 
begin to help each other to not only heal, but to become enlightened. 
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We need to be able to identify people who are already severely imbalanced and misaligned through 
many years of their own bad decisions from their false identity of lies.  Developing accessible programs 
to help people reconnect to their genuine self is the most compassionate form of understanding those 
that have hurt us through their own bad decisions.  We need to understand the history behind the 
people who are making hurtful decisions for themselves and others.  By helping people identify their 
impatient decisions as the early stages of the disease of fear, we can help prevent future disasters.  
Education is our preventative medicine and maintaining awareness of making good decisions through 
understanding our ancestors’ history is necessary to move forward in our evolutionary process. 
 
We are all here to share our treasures of wealth with each other.  By using our inner compasses, we will 
all find our inner treasures that we have to share.  Your microcosm of decisions that are based on your 
new thought-patterns of truth and feeling-vibrations of love will change and transform the macrocosm 
of humanity.  And, your new decisions from your action-response of truth will create and your reaction-
response of love will manifest a ripple effect in the neural network of the collective conscious and 
subconscious of humanity, as well.     
 
True Lasting Wealth:  Earning your own trust by being patient and making good new decisions will bring 
you true lasting wealth.  Taking a ‘time-out’ now, to resolve your past and present problems, will 
ultimately save you time, energy and resources in your future.  Making decisions that you will be proud 
of, will become a part of your true lasting wealth that no one can ever take away from you.  Gaining 
your own self-respect is about the quality of good decisions that you make each day.  Your decisions 
from truth and love are simply your good intentions at work.  Eventually, you will have a self-sustaining 
energy of love by seeking your own truth regardless of other people’s bad choices.   By intentionally 
re-engaging your life, you will find that your path of genuine inner guidance will strip away all of your 
lies through re-experiencing similar unresolved fears.  This process enables you to identify and resolve 
the lies and fear from your past.  The more layers of lies that you strip away, the more presence of mind 
you will have to make better decisions.  The better decisions you make, the more you will enjoy your 
journey towards wealth.  
 
By going through the process of working through your fears, you will remember who you are, what you 
came here to do, and what you came here to enjoy.  Fear is the unknown, which can be properly 
interpreted as an exciting adventure by learning to trust your new decisions.  Working through your 
unresolved negative aspects of fear gives you inner clarity of truth to create and inner purity of love to 
manifest what is genuinely wealthy to you.  Your process of mastery over your fear is a daily challenge 
that becomes easier.  As we know, fear is simply a signal for you to refocus your attention on increasing 
your inner resistance of faith and inner pressure of hope.  Having the resistance of faith and pressure of 
hope is the best way to genuinely move you forward towards your wealth.  Both positive and negative 
experiences serve you to develop your skillful ability to identify what you do and do not want, both of 
which stimulate and strengthen the inner compass of your positive imagination.  By understanding what 
you do and do not want, your conscious mind emits new thought-patterns and your subconscious mind 
emits new feeling-vibrations.  The combination of these two creates and manifests your new frequency 
of thought-patterns and feeling-vibrations of wealth.  By focusing on your skill of making good new 
decisions, you will learn how to own all of your energy by resolving your past fears.  By understanding 
and owning your energy, you will know exactly where it belongs so you may create and manifest your 
own identity of wealth.  By following the compass of your inner voice and inner vision on your newfound 
path of genuine inner guidance, you will enjoy more happiness, health, wealth, love and wisdom each 
and every day on your path towards true lasting wealth.   
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Overview for Chapter 5 – Your Throat Chakra of Identity is Your Divine Imagination  
of Your Active Questioning and Formulated Answers for Your Wealth  

 

In this chapter, you will find your identified inner thoughts of truth and inner feelings of love are your divine 

imagination.  Your air element of your 5th throat chakra is your identity of truthful protection from your active 

questioning.  Your Mercury planet of your 5th throat chakra is your identity of loving nourishment from your 

formulated answers.  Your identified key of positive imagination from your conscious mind’s spiritual inner 

voice unlocks your remembered memory vibrations of wealth.  Your identified treasure of magic from your 

subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision is your remembered memory vibrations of wealth.   

 

 

 

Your naturally connective chakras are 5 + 4 = Your divine imagination of identified wealth is your involved 

thoughts of your mental process of refinement and your involved feelings of your emotional process of resolve. 

 

2 Navel Chakra of Insight 

9 Halo Chakra of Intention 

8 Crown Chakra of Intuition 

1 Sex Chakra of Instincts  

7 Conscious Mind Chakra of Inspiration 

3 Solar Plexus Chakra of Integrity 

6 Subconscious Mind Chakra of Individuality 

5 Throat Chakra of Identity 

4 Heart Chakra of Involvement  
4 Your Mental Process of Refinement  

is Your Involvement 

 

 
5 Your Active Questioning  

is Your Identity 

 

 
5 Your Formulated Answers  

are Your Identity 

 

 
4 Your Emotional Process of Resolve  

is Your Involvement 
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Overview for Chapter 5 - Your Throat Chakra of Identity is Your Divine Imagination  

 to Help You Resolve Your Fear and Make Good Decisions for Your Wealth 
 

Your Throat Chakra’s Unresolved Negative Aspects of Fear Imbalance and Misalign Your Identity: 

Unresolved feelings of negative pressure, negative inter-fear-ence, negative imagination and 
ordinariness are your origins of poverty, which create and manifest your un-wealthy, imbalanced and 
misaligned identity, leading to:  boredom, complaining, lack of originality and self-sufficiency, stealing, 
robbery and embezzlement. 

Resolving Your Throat Chakra’s Negative Aspects of Fear Balance and Align Your Identity: 

1. Re-searching your thoughts of positive resistance increases your identity and resolves your feelings 
of negative pressure. 

2. Re-searching your thoughts of positive intervention increases your identity and resolves your 
feelings of negative inter-fear-ence. 

3. Re-searching your unresolved feelings of negative imagination from your memory vibrations of what 
you don’t want allows your inner voice of active questioning to create your reflective key mindset of 
positive imagination to what you do want. 

4. Re-searching your unresolved feelings of ordinariness becomes your formulated answers by 
allowing your memory vibrations’ wealthy inner vision to manifest your genuine inner guidance 
towards your attractive treasured reality of magic. 

5. Using your creative imagination from your wealthy inner voice of thoughts is actively questioning 
your choices for your identity of a self-expression to what you want and what you don’t want. 

6. Using your manifestive imagination from your wealthy inner vision of feelings is formulating answers 
of options for your identity of a self-expression to what you want and what you don’t want. 

Your Focused Attention to Re-Searching Your Identified Self-Expression is Your Wealth: 

Resolving your throat chakra’s negative aspects of fear is through your persistent re-search.  By going 
through the steps listed above, your wealthy inner voice becomes clearer and your wealthy inner vision 
becomes purer.  Your natural inner intelligence of wealth uses your inner voice of clear truth and your 
inner vision of pure love to communicate a self-expression to what you want and what you don’t want.  
Your focused attention of prevention and maintenance is your identified self-expression creating and 
manifesting your own genuine inner guidance towards wealth. 

Using Your Naturally Connective Chakras of 5 & 4 to Increase Your Wealth: 

Your 5th throat chakra of identity receives and conceives your invested time of health from your 4th heart 
chakra of involvement to increase your identity.  Using your heart chakra’s involvement of health 
increases the intelligence of your active questioning and formulated answers to move you forward in 
your evolutionary process of attaining and sustaining wealth. 

 

Faith Balances Your Air Element of Truth and Hope Aligns Your Mercury Planet of Love: 

The process of resolving your negative aspects of fear naturally refines your creative thoughts 
of positive resistance, positive intervention and positive imagination which manifest magic.  
Your wealthy identity of active questioning increases your involved mental process of 
refinement.  And, your wealthy identity of formulated answers increases your involved 
emotional process of resolve. 
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5th Chakra – Your Throat Chakra of Identity is Your Divine Imagination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Active Questions 

 

I 

D 

E 

N 

T 

I 

T 

Y 

Formulated Answers 

 

PAST 
Trusting your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice  

of active questions from your past re-searches  

your conceptually ideal thoughts of truth  

to refine what you wanted to become. 

PAST 
Trusting your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision  

of formulated answers from your past re-searches  
your conceptually essential feelings of love  

to resolve what you wanted to become. 

PRESENT 
Trusting your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice  

of active questions presently re-searches your 
thoughtful-belief patterns of truth reflecting resistance 

of faith to refine what you want to change. 

 

PRESENT 
Trusting your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision 

of formulated answers presently re-searches your 
feeling-memory vibrations of love attracting pressure 

of hope to resolve what you want to transform. 

FUTURE 
Identified Reflective Key Mindset of Positive Imagination:   

Trusting your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of 
active questions is your identity re-searching your 

reflective key mindset of positive imagination to protect 
what you want to create for your future. 

FUTURE 
Identified Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic:   

Trusting your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of 
formulated answers is your identity re-searching your 

attractive treasured reality of magic to nourish  
what you want to manifest for your future. 

 

 

 

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

Your Present Re-Search of Your Past Helps You Make Good Decisions for Your Future 
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Guidebook Titles for Chapter 5  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Your Element is Your Planet is Your Wealth is 

  
 

Air Mercury Magic 

 

 

 

I 

D 

E 

N 

T 

I 

T 

Y 

 

+ Identity of Reflection and Resistance + 

Your Trust of Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit  

Receives Conceptual Ideas of Stimulation  

for Your Active Questions  

 

 Researching Your Identity: 

Your Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s  

Spiritual Ideas from Your Active Questioning  

Consistently Identifies Your Thoughts of Positive Resistance  

and Positive Intervention  

 
Identify Your Choices:   

Your Focused Attention of Faith Refines  

Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of 

Positive Imagination to Change Your Past Resistant 

Beliefs of Lies and Create Your  

Reflective Key Mindset of Positive Imagination  

 

- Identity of Attraction and Pressure - 

Your Trust of Your Subconscious Mind’s Soul  

Conceives Conceptual Essences of Strength  

for Your Formulating Answers  

 

Researching Your Identity: 

Your Focused Attention to Your Subconscious Mind’s  

Soulful Essences from Your Formulated Answers  

Consistently Identifies  Your Feelings of Negative Pressure  

and Negative Inter-fear-ence  

 
Identify Your Options: 

Your Focused Attention of Hope Resolves  

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of 

Negative Imagination to Transform Your Past Pressured 

Memory Vibrations of Ordinariness and Manifest Your  

Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic 

 

 

 

 

Your Reflective Key Mindsets of Truth Connect 

Your Elements to Balance Your Creative Energy 

 

Your Attractive Treasured Realities of Love Connect 

Your Universe to Align Your Manifestive Energy 

 
Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully  

Attractive Treasured Realities of Love are 

Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Wealth 

Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Reflective 

Key Mindsets of Truth are Your Keys Unlocking  

Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Wealth  

 

Hearing Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice 

is Your Identity of Wealth Clarifying Your  

Active Questions from Your Air Element 

 

Seeing Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision 

is Your Identity of Wealth Purifying Your 

Formulated Answers from Your Mercury Planet 
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Guidebook Definitions for Chapter 5  

 

Faith:   Faith is hearing your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice identifying your choices of inner truth. 

 

 

Hope:   Hope is seeing your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision identifying your options of inner love. 

 

 

Throat Chakra:   Your throat chakra from your conscious mind’s spirit spins clockwise by re-searching your 

choices of inner truth. 

Your throat chakra from your subconscious mind’s soul spins clockwise by re-searching your options of inner 

love. 

 

 Inner Eye (I) of Identity:   Your identity of your active questions is stimulating your conscious mind’s spiritual 

inner voice of truth for your genuine inner guidance of wealth.  

Your identity of your formulated answers is strengthening your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of love 

for your genuine inner guidance of wealth. 

 

 

Air:   Your air element from your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of active questioning is identifying and 

re-searching your truth to unrepress your wealthy inner thoughts of clarity.  

 

Mercury:   Your Mercury planet from your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of formulated answers is 

identifying and re-searching your love to unsuppress your wealthy inner feelings of purity. 

I 
Divine Imagination:   Your divine imagination of faith allows your conscious mind’s spiritual ideas to become 

thoughts of positive reflection and change into resistant beliefs to create your reflective key mindset of truth. 

Your divine imagination of hope allows your subconscious mind’s soulful essences to become feelings of 

negative attraction and transform into pressured memory vibrations to manifest your attractive treasured 

reality of love. 

 

 
Identified Key:   Your identified key is your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice creating your reflective key 

mindset of positive imagination to unlock your remembered memory vibrations of wealth. 

 

Identified Treasure:   Your identified treasure is your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision manifesting your 

attractive treasured reality of magic from remembered memory vibrations of wealth. 

 

Wealth is Magic:   Your conscious mind’s spirit and your subconscious mind’s soul of magic change and 

transform your past experiences into your present reflective key mindset to unlock your attractive treasured 

reality of wealthy memories for your future. 
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Hearing Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice is Your Identity of Wealth  

Clarifying Your Active Questions from Your Air Element 

Your Air Element from Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit is Your Throat Chakra  

Air 

 

Your Air Element Receives Stimulation:   
Your Air Element from Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit Receives 
Ideas of Stimulation for Your Active Questions.  
Your Air Element’s Process of Refinement is Through Re-Search:   
Your Air Element from Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of  
Active Questioning is Identifying and Re-Searching Your Truth to Unrepress 
Your Wealthy Inner Thoughts of Clarity Causing Your Origin of Poverty. 
Your Air Element Reflects Resistance of Wealth:   
Your Air Element from Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Origin of 
Natural Inner Wealth Creates Your + Reflective Key Mindset of  
Positive Imagination + to Protect Your Subconscious Mind’s  
Soulfully - Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic -. 

 

 

 

Your Identified Process of Stimulation, Identification and Wealth from Your Air Element 

1. Your trust allows your conscious mind’s spirit to receive ideas of stimulation for your active questions. 

2. Your preventative focused attention to your conscious mind’s spirit allows your stimulated ideas to become your 
thoughts of truth. 

3. Your focused attention to your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of active questions is consistently identifying 
and refining your repressed thoughts by re-searching your truth and processing out your past resistant beliefs of 
lies from past unresolved fear. 

4. Your focused attention of faith to your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of clear truth creates your reflective 
key mindset of positive imagination for your protection. 

5. Your maintained focused attention of faith to your conscious mind’s spiritually reflective key mindset of positive 
imagination is conceived by your subconscious mind’s soul to help you resolve your past unwanted feeling-
memory vibrations of negative pressure which allow you to manifest your new attractive treasured reality of 
magic. 

6. Your focused attention to your conscious mind’s spirit and your subconscious mind’s soul are consistently working 
together to stimulate a refinement of changing creation and strengthen a resolve of transforming manifestation 
for your newfound wealth. 

 

 

Trusting Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Clear Truth  

Allows You to Re-Search Your Choices of Genuine Inner Guidance 

Your Throat Chakra  

 

from Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit  

Spins Clockwise to Prevent a  

Conceptual Idea of False Stimulation by  

Not Trusting Your Active Questioning  

and Maintain a Conceptual Idea  

of Truthful Stimulation from Your 

  Active Questioning by Trusting  

Your Conscious Mind’s  

Spiritual Choices of Truth 
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Seeing Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision is Your Identity of Wealth  

Purifying Your Formulated Answers from Your Mercury Planet  

Your Mercury Planet from Your Subconscious Mind’s Soul is Your Throat Chakra 

    Mercury 

 

Your Mercury Planet Conceives Strength:   
Your Mercury Planet from Your Subconscious Mind’s Soul Conceives 
Essences of Strength for Your Formulated Answers.  
Your Mercury Planet’s Process of Resolve is Through Re-Search:   
Your Mercury Planet from Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of 
Formulated Answers is Identifying and Re-Searching Your Love to Unsuppress 
Your Wealthy Inner Feelings of Purity Causing Your Origin of Poverty. 
Your Mercury Planet Attracts Pressure of Wealth:   
Your Mercury Planet from Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Origin of  
Natural Inner Wealth Manifests Your - Attractive Treasured Reality of  
Magic - to Nourish Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually + Reflective Key  
Mindset of Positive Imagination +. 

 

 

 

Your Identified Process of Strengthening, Identification and Wealth from Your Mercury Planet 

1. Your trust allows your subconscious mind’s soul to conceive essences of strength for your formulated answers. 

2. Your preventative focused attention to your subconscious mind’s soul allows your strengthened essences to 
become your feelings of love. 

3. Your focused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of formulated answers is consistently 
identifying and resolving your suppressed feelings by re-searching your love and processing out your past 
pressured memory vibrations of fear from past resistant lies. 

4. Your focused attention of hope to your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of pure love manifests your 
attractive treasured reality of magic for your nourishment. 

5. Your maintained focused attention of hope to your subconscious mind’s soulfully attractive treasured reality of 
magic is received by your conscious mind’s spirit to help you refine your past unwanted thoughtful-belief patterns 
of resistant lies which allow you to create your new reflective key mindset of positive imagination. 

6. Your focused attention to your subconscious mind’s soul and your conscious mind’s spirit are consistently working 
together to strengthen a resolve of transforming manifestation and stimulate a refinement of changing creation 
for your newfound wealth. 

 

Trusting Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love  

Allows You to Re-Search Your Options of Genuine Inner Guidance 

Your Throat Chakra  

 

from Your Subconscious Mind’s Soul  

Spins Clockwise to Prevent a  

Conceptual Essence of False Strength by 

Not Trusting Your Formulated Answers  

and Maintain a Conceptual Essence  

of Loving Strength from Your  

Formulated Answers by Trusting 

Your Subconscious Mind’s  

Soulful Options of Love 
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+ Identity of Reflection and Resistance + Your Trust of Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit  

Receives Conceptual Ideas of Stimulation for Your Active Questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

+ 

 R 
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 T 
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+ 

Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit Receives 

Conceptual Ideas of Stimulation from  

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Resolve 

Your Hope of Your Subconscious Mind’s Soul of 

Love Manifests an Attractive Treasured Reality 

from Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Reflection 

  

10. 

3. Negative  

Pressure 

2. Positive  

Resistance 

5. Negative  

Inter-fear-ence 

4. Positive 

Intervention 

6. Positive 

Imagination 

7. Negative 

Imagination 

 

I  

D 

E 

N 

T 

I 

T 

Y 

 

- 
 A 

 T 

 T 

 R 

 A 

 C 

 T 

 I 

 N 

 G 

- 

Your Faith of Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit of 

Truth Creates a Reflective Key Mindset from  

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Attraction 

 

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soul Conceives 

Conceptual Essences of Strength from Your 

Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Refinement 

1. 

8.  

Magic 
9. 

Ordinariness   

1. Your Trust Allows Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit to Receive Conceptual Ideas of Stimulation. 

2. Your Preventative Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Stimulated Ideas Becomes Your Thoughts of Positive 
Resistance Positively Reflecting Your Subconscious Mind’s Soul to Conceive Conceptual Essences of Strength. 

3. Your Focused Attention to Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Strengthened Essences Becomes Your Feelings of Negative Pressure 
Negatively Attracting Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Thoughts of Positive Intervention. 

4. Your Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Clear Truth Actively Questions Your Thoughts of Positive 
Intervention Positively Reflecting Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Felt Feelings of Negative Inter-fear-ence. 

5. Your Focused Attention to Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Felt Feelings of Negative Inter-fear-ence Negatively Pressures Your 
Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice to Actively Question Your Thoughts of Positive Reflection Changing into Your Resistant Beliefs 
of Positive Imagination. 

6. Your Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Resistant Beliefs Creates a Reflective Key Mindset of Positive 
Imagination from Your Active Questions Unlocking Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Pressured Memory Vibrations of Negative 
Imagination. 

7. Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Pressured Memory Vibrations of Negative Imagination are Resolved by Your Focused Attention 
to Your Formulated Answers from Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love.  

8. Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Resistant Beliefs of Magic Allow Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love to 
Manifest Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic.  

9. Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Felt Unresolved Feelings of Ordinariness Negatively Attract and Pressure You to Re-Focus Your 
Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit of Active Questioning to Help You Resolve Your Negative Imagination. 

10. Your Maintained Focused Attention to Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love Identifies, Re-Searches and 
Resolves Your Past Pressured Memory Vibrations of Ordinariness to Manifest Your New Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic from 
Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Remembered Wealth. 

11.  
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- Identity of Attraction and Pressure - Your Trust of Your Subconscious Mind’s Soul  

Conceives Conceptual Essences of Strength for Your Formulating Answers  
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 E 

+ 

Your Focused Attention to Your  

Conscious Mind’s Spirit Un-Suppresses 

Memory Vibrations of Pressure from Your 

Subconscious Mind’s Soul of Love 

  

10. 

2. Negative 

Pressure 
3. Positive 

Resistance 

4. Negative 

Inter-fear-ence 

5. Positive 

Intervention 

7. Positive 

Imagination 

6. Negative 

Imagination 

 

I 

D 

E 

N 

T 

I 

T 

Y 

 

 

- 
 P 

 R 

 E 

 S 

 S 

 U 

 R 

 E 

- 

Your Focused Attention to Your 

Subconscious Mind’s Soul Un-Represses 

Beliefs of Resistance from Your  

Conscious Mind’s Spirit of Truth 

1. 

9.  

Magic 
8. 

Ordinariness 

Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Element of 

Truth Creates a Reflective Key Mindset from  

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Pressure 

 

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Planet of 

Love Manifests an Attractive Treasured Reality 

from Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Resistance 

1. Your Trust Allows Your Subconscious Mind’s Soul to Conceive Conceptual Essences of Strength. 

2. Your Preventative Focused Attention to Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Strengthened Essences Becomes Your Feelings of Negative 
Pressure Negatively Attracting Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit to Receive Conceptual Ideas of Stimulation. 

3. Your Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Stimulated Ideas Becomes Your Thoughts of Positive Resistance Positively 
Reflecting Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Felt Feelings of Negative Pressure Becoming Feelings of Negative Inter-fear-ence. 

4. Your Focused Attention to Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Felt Feelings of Negative Inter-fear-ence Negatively Pressures Your 
Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Clear Truth to Actively Question Your Thoughts of Positive Intervention. 

5. Your Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice Actively Questions Your Thoughts of Positive Intervention 
Positively Resisting Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Felt Feelings of Negative Inter-fear-ence Transforming into Pressured Memory 
Vibrations of Negative Imagination. 

6. Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Pressured Memory Vibrations of Negative Imagination are Resolved by Your Focused Attention to 
Identifying Your Formulated Answers from Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love.  

7. Your Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Active Questioning Un-Represses Your Ideal Thoughts of 
Positive Reflection Changing into Resistant Beliefs Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Positive Imagination Unlocking Your 
Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love. 

8. Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Felt Unresolved Feelings of Ordinariness are a Result of Suppressed Memory Vibrations from Your 
Un-Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spirit of Active Questioning to Help You Resolve Your Negative Imagination. 

9. Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Resistant Beliefs of Magic Allow Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love to 
Manifest Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic. 

10. Your Maintained Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Clear Truth Identifies, Re-Searches and Refines 
Your Past Resistant Beliefs of Lies to Create Your New Reflective Key Mindset of Positive Imagination from Your Subconscious Mind’s 
Soulful Inner Vision of Remembered Wealth. 
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Researching Your Identity:  Your Focused Attention to Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Ideas  
from Your Active Questioning  Consistently Identifies Your Thoughts of Positive Resistance  

and Positive Intervention  
Your Throat Chakra from Your  

Conscious Mind’s Spirit Spins Clockwise to  

 
Prevent a Conceptual Negative Pressure of  

Mistrusting Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual 

Ideas and Maintain a Positive Resistance  

of Trusting Your Conscious Mind’s  

Spiritual Ideas Becoming Thoughts 

 

Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Ideas from  

Your  Active Questioning of Negatively  

Pressured Feelings are Consistently  

Becoming Your Identified Thoughts of 

Positive Resistance Positively Reflecting  

Your Identified Feelings of Negative Pressure 

   Your Throat Chakra from Your  

Subconscious Mind’s Soul Spins Clockwise to  

 
Maintain a Positive Resistance of Trusting  

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Essences  

and Prevent a Conceptual Negative Pressure  

of Mistrusting Your Subconscious Mind’s  

Soulful Essences Becoming Feelings 

 

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Essences  

from Your Formulated Answers of Positively 

Resistant Thoughts are Consistently  

Becoming Your Identified Feelings of  

Negative Pressure Negatively Attracting  

Your Identified Thoughts of Positive Resistance 

 

 

 

   

 Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Ideas Become Thoughts  

 

Refined  

Positive 

Resistance: 

Your focused attention to your conscious mind’s spiritual ideas of your identity refines your thoughts 

of positive resistance positively reflecting your identified feelings of negative pressure. 

 

Un-Refined 

Positive 

Resistance: 

Your unfocused attention to your conscious mind’s spiritual ideas of your identity represses your 

thoughts of positive resistance positively reflecting your unidentified feelings of negative pressure. 

Your  

            

of Faith:   Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Thoughts of Positive Resistance Positively Reflect Feelings of Negative 

Pressure 

 

+ Faith Refines 

Positive 

Resistance: 

Your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of clear truth is identifying your chosen thoughts of 

positive resistance from your identified active questions for genuine inner guidance. 

 

- Hope Resolves 

Negative 

Pressure: 

Your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of pure love is identifying your optional feelings of 

negative pressure from your identified formulated answers for genuine inner guidance. 

Your  

            

of Hope:   Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Feelings of Negative Pressure Negatively Attract Thoughts of Positive 

Resistance 

 Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Essences Become Feelings  

 

Resolved 

Negative 

Pressure: 

Your focused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful essences of your identity resolves your 

feelings of negative pressure negatively attracting your identified thoughts of positive resistance. 

 

Un-Resolved  

Negative 

Pressure: 

Your unfocused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful essences of your identity suppresses 

your feelings of negative pressure negatively attracting your unidentified thoughts of positive 

resistance. 

   

 

Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Clear Truth Stimulates and Unrepresses  

Your Conceptually Ideal Thoughts to Help You Re-Search Your Identified Choices of Wealth 

I 
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N 
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Researching Your Identity:  Your Focused Attention to Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Essences  
from Your Formulated Answers Consistently Identifies Your Feelings of Negative Pressure  

and Negative Inter-fear-ence 
Your Throat Chakra from Your  

Conscious Mind’s Spirit Spins Clockwise to  

 
Prevent a Conceptual Negative Inter-fear-ence  

of Mistrusting Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual  

Ideas and Maintain a Positive Intervention  

of Trusting Your Conscious Mind’s  

Spiritual Ideas Becoming Thoughts 

 

Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Ideas  

from Your Active Questioning of Negatively 

 Inter-fear-ed Feelings are Consistently  

Becoming Your Identified Thoughts of  

Positive Intervention Positively Reflecting  

Your Identified Feelings of Negative Inter-fear-ence 

   Your Throat Chakra from Your  

Subconscious Mind’s Soul Spins Clockwise to  

 
Maintain a Positive Intervention of Trusting  

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Essences and 

Prevent a Conceptual Negative Inter-fear-ence  

of Mistrusting Your Subconscious Mind’s  

Soulful Essences Becoming Feelings 

 

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Essences  

from Your  Formulated Answers of Positively 

Intervened Thoughts are Consistently  

Becoming Your Identified Feelings of    

Negative Inter-fear-ence Negatively Attracting  

Your Identified Thoughts of Positive Intervention 

 

 

 

   

 Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Ideas Become Thoughts  

 

Refined 

Positive 

Intervention: 

Your focused attention to your conscious mind’s spiritual ideas of your identity refines your thoughts 

of positive intervention positively reflecting your identified feelings of negative inter-fear-ence. 

 

Un-Refined 

Positive 

Intervention: 

Your unfocused attention to your conscious mind’s spiritual ideas of your identity represses your 

thoughts of positive intervention positively reflecting your unidentified feelings of negative inter-fear-

ence. 

Your  

            

of Faith:   Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Thoughts of Positive Intervention Positively Reflect Feelings of Negative 

Inter-fear-ence 

 

+ Faith Refines 

Positive 

Intervention: 

Your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of clear truth is identifying your chosen thoughts of 

positive intervention from your identified active questions for genuine inner guidance. 

 

- Hope Resolves 

Negative 

 Inter-fear-ence: 

Your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of pure love is identifying your optional feelings of 

negative inter-fear-ence from your identified formulated answers for genuine inner guidance. 

Your  

            

of Hope:   Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Feelings of Negative Inter-fear-ence Negatively Attract Thoughts of 

Positive Intervention 

 Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Essences Become Feelings 

 

Resolved 

Negative  

Inter-fear-ence: 

Your focused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful essences of your identity resolves your 

feelings of negative inter-fear-ence negatively attracting your identified thoughts of positive 

intervention. 

 

Un-Resolved  

Negative  

Inter-fear-ence: 

Your unfocused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful essences of your identity suppresses 

your feelings of negative inter-fear-ence negatively attracting your unidentified thoughts of positive 

intervention. 

 

 

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love Strengthens and Unsuppresses  

Your Conceptually  Essential Feelings to Help You Re-Search Your Identified Options of Wealth 

I 
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Identify Your Choices:  Your Focused Attention of Faith Refines Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual  
Inner Voice of Positive Imagination to Change Your Past Resistant Beliefs of Lies and Create Your  

Reflective Key Mindset of Positive Imagination 

Your Throat Chakra from Your  

Conscious Mind’s Spirit Spins Clockwise to  

 
Prevent a Negatively Imagined Mistrust of Your 

Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Resistant  

Beliefs and Maintain a Positive Imagination  

of Trusting Your Conscious Mind’s  

Spiritually Resistant Beliefs  

 

Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Thoughts of  

Positive Reflection are Consistently Changing 

into Your Resistant Beliefs Creating Your 

Reflective Key Mindset of  

Positive Imagination 

Unlocking Your Subconscious Mind’s  

Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love 

   Your Throat Chakra from Your  

Subconscious Mind’s Soul Spins Clockwise to  

 
Maintain a Positively Imagined Trust of Your 

Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Pressured  

Memory Vibrations and Prevent a Negatively 

Imagined Mistrust of Your Subconscious Mind’s  

Soulfully Pressured Memory Vibrations  

 

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Feelings of 

Negative Attraction are Consistently Transforming 

into Your Pressured Memory Vibrations of 

Negative Imagination 

Which Need Your Focused Attention to Your 

Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Clear 

Truth to Help You Re-Search What You Want 

for Your Wealth 

 

 

 

 Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Thoughts Change into Beliefs  

 

Refined 

Positive 

Imagination: 

Your focused attention to your conscious mind’s spiritual thoughts of your identity refines your 

resistant beliefs of positive imagination positively reflecting your identified memory vibrations of 

negative imagination. 

 

Un-Refined 

Positive 

Imagination: 

Your unfocused attention to your conscious mind’s spiritual thoughts of your identity represses your 

resistant beliefs of positive imagination positively reflecting your unidentified memory vibrations of 

negative imagination. 

Your  

            

of Faith:  Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Resistant Beliefs of Positive Imagination Positively Reflect Pressured 

Memory Vibrations of Negative Imagination 

 

+ Faith Refines 

Positive 

Imagination: 

Your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of clear truth is identifying your chosen beliefs of positive 

imagination from your identified active questions of genuine inner guidance. 

 

- Hope Resolves 

Negative 

Imagination: 

Your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of pure love is identifying your optional memory 

vibrations of negative imagination from your identified formulated answers of genuine inner 

guidance. 

Your  

            

of Hope:  Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Pressured Memory Vibrations of Negative Imagination Negatively 

Attract Resistant Beliefs of Positive Imagination 

 Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Feelings Transform into Memory Vibrations  

 

Resolved 

Negative 

Imagination: 

Your focused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful feelings of your identity resolves your 

pressured memory vibrations of negative imagination negatively attracting your identified beliefs of 

positive imagination. 

 

Un-Resolved  

Negative 

Imagination: 

Your unfocused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful feelings of your identity suppresses 

your pressured memory vibrations of negative imagination negatively attracting your unidentified 

beliefs of positive imagination. 

   

 

Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Clear Truth is Creating Your  

Reflective Key Mindset of Positive Imagination Unlocking Your Inner Vision of Remembered Wealth 

 

I 
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Identify Your Options:  Your Focused Attention of Hope Resolves Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful 
Inner Vision of Negative Imagination to Transform Your Past Pressured Memory Vibrations  

of Ordinariness and Manifest Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic 

Your Throat Chakra from Your  

Conscious Mind’s Spirit Spins Clockwise to  

 
Prevent an Ordinary Mistrust of Your 

Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Resistant  

Beliefs and Maintain a Magical  

Trust from Your Conscious Mind’s  

Spiritually Resistant Beliefs  

 

Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Thoughts of  

Positive Reflection are Consistently Changing 

into Your Resistant Beliefs of  

Magic 

to Allow Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful 

Inner Vision of Pure Love to Manifest Your  

Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic 

   Your Throat Chakra from Your  

Subconscious Mind’s Soul Spins Clockwise to  

 
Maintain a Magical Trust of Your  

Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Pressured  

Memory Vibrations and Prevent an Ordinary  

Mistrust of Your Subconscious Mind’s  

Soulfully Pressured Memory Vibrations  

 

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Feelings of 

Negative Attraction are Consistently Transforming 

into Your Pressured Memory Vibrations of  

Ordinariness 

Which Need Your Refocused Attention to Your 

Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Active 

Questioning to Help You Resolve Your  

Negative Imagination 

 

 

 

 Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Thoughts Change into Beliefs 

 

Refined 

Magic: 

Your focused attention to your conscious mind’s spiritual thoughts of your identity refines your 

resistant beliefs of magic positively reflecting your identified memory vibrations of ordinariness. 

 

Un-Refined 

Magic: 

Your unfocused attention to your conscious mind’s spiritual thoughts of your identity represses your 

resistant beliefs of magic positively reflecting your unidentified memory vibrations of ordinariness. 

Your  

            

of Faith:  Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Resistant Beliefs of Magic Positively Reflect Pressured Memory 

Vibrations of Ordinariness 

 

+ Faith Refines 

 Magic: 

Your conscious mind’s spiritual inner voice of clear truth is identifying your chosen beliefs of magic 

from your identified active questions of genuine inner guidance. 

 

- Hope Resolves 

Ordinariness: 

Your subconscious mind’s soulful inner vision of pure love is identifying your optional memory 

vibrations of ordinariness from your identified formulated answers of genuine inner guidance. 

Your  

            

of Hope:  Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Pressured Memory Vibrations of Ordinariness Negatively Attract 

Resistant Beliefs of Magic 

 Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Feelings Transform into Memory Vibrations 

 

Resolved 

Ordinariness: 

Your focused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful feelings of your identity resolves your 

pressured memory vibrations of ordinariness negatively attracting your identified beliefs of magic. 

 

Un-Resolved  

Ordinariness: 

Your unfocused attention to your subconscious mind’s soulful feelings of your identity suppresses 

your pressured memory vibrations of ordinariness negatively attracting your unidentified beliefs of 

magic. 

   

Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love is Manifesting Your  

Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic from Your Inner Voice of Remembered Wealth 
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Your Reflective Key Mindsets of Truth Connect 

Your Elements to Balance Your Creative Energy  
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1 Sex Chakra of Instincts 

Earth 

 

7 Conscious Mind Chakra of Inspiration 

Fire 

 

2 Navel Chakra of Insight 

Earth 

9 Halo Chakra of Intention 

Wisdom of Faith/Ceres 

  

8 Crown Chakra of Intuition 

Fire of Truth/Neptune 

  

 

 
5 Throat Chakra of Identity        Air        Wealth 

 

 

4 Heart Chakra of Involvement     Water     Health 

 

6 Subconscious Mind Chakra of Individuality 

    Air 

3 Solar Plexus Chakra of Integrity 

Water 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ceres_optimized.jpg
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Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritually Reflective Key Mindsets of Truth are 

Your Keys Unlocking Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Wealth 

 

Chakra Your Connective Keys of Chakras 5 & 4 

5+9 
Your Identified Ideas Become Your Thoughts of Positive Reflection Changing into Your Resistant Beliefs of  

Intention Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Truth Unlocking Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Wisdom 

5+8 
Your Identified Ideas Become Your Thoughts of Positive Reflection Changing into Your Resistant Beliefs of  

Intuition Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Truth Unlocking Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Love 

5+7 
Your Identified Ideas Become Your Thoughts of Positive Reflection Changing into Your Resistant Beliefs of  

Inspiration Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Truth Unlocking Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Love 

5+6 
Your Identified Ideas Become Your Thoughts of Positive Reflection Changing into Your Resistant Beliefs of  

Individuality Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Truth Unlocking Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Wealth 

 

*5+4 

  

Your Identified Key:  Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Clear Truth  

is Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Positive Imagination  Unlocking Your Inner Vision  

of Remembered Wealth Attracting Health 

 

*4+5 

 

Your Involved Key:  Your Conscious Mind’s Spiritual Inner Voice of Clear Truth  

is Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Opportunities  Unlocking Your Inner Vision  

of Remembered Health Reflecting Wealth 

5+3 
Your Identified Ideas Become Your Thoughts of Positive Reflection Changing into Your Resistant Beliefs of  

Integrity Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Truth Unlocking Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Health 

5+2 
Your Identified Ideas Become Your Thoughts of Positive Reflection Changing into Your Resistant Beliefs of  

Insight Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Truth Unlocking Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Happiness 

5+1 
Your Identified Ideas Become Your Thoughts of Positive Reflection Changing into Your Resistant Beliefs of  

Instincts Creating Your Reflective Key Mindset of Truth Unlocking Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Happiness 

*Main chakra correspondence.  Chapter 5 key reference from page 70. 
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 Your Attractive Treasured Realities of Love Connect 

Your Universe to Align Your Manifestive Energy 
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1 Sex Chakra of Instincts 

Saturn 

 

 

7 Conscious Mind Chakra of Inspiration 

Sun 

 

2 Navel Chakra of Insight 

Jupiter 

 

6 Subconscious Mind Chakra of Individuality 

Moon 

 

5 Throat Chakra of Identity     Mercury        Wealth 

 

3 Solar Plexus Chakra of Integrity 

Mars 

 

4 Heart Chakra of Involvement      Venus      Health 

9 Halo Chakra of Intention 

Star of Hope/Pluto 

 

  

  

8 Crown Chakra of Intuition 

Ether of Love/Uranus 
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Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulfully Attractive Treasured Realities  

of Love are Your Inner Treasures of Remembered Wealth 

 

Chakra Your Connective Treasures of Chakras 5 & 4 

5+9 
Your Identified Essences Become Your Feelings of Negative Attraction Transforming into Your Pressured Memory 

Vibrations of Intention Manifesting Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Love from Your Remembered Wisdom 

5+8 
Your Identified Essences Become Your Feelings of Negative Attraction Transforming into Your Pressured Memory 

Vibrations of Intuition Manifesting Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Love from Your Remembered Love 

5+7 
Your Identified Essences Become Your Feelings of Negative Attraction Transforming into Your Pressured Memory 

Vibrations of Inspiration Manifesting Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Love from Your Remembered Love 

5+6 
Your Identified Essences Become Your Feelings of Negative Attraction Transforming into Your Pressured Memory 

Vibrations of Individuality Manifesting Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Love from Your Remembered Wealth 

 

*5+4 

 
 

Your Identified Treasure:  Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love  

is Manifesting Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Magic from Your Inner Voice  

of Remembered Wealth Attracting Health 

 

*4+5 

 

Your Involved Treasure:  Your Subconscious Mind’s Soulful Inner Vision of Pure Love 

 is Manifesting Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Laughter from Your Inner Voice  

of Remembered Health Reflecting Wealth 

5+3 
Your Identified Essences Become Your Feelings of Negative Attraction Transforming into Your Pressured Memory 

Vibrations of Integrity Manifesting Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Love from Your Remembered Health 

5+2 
Your Identified Essences Become Your Feelings of Negative Attraction Transforming into Your Pressured Memory 

Vibrations of Insight Manifesting Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Love from Your Remembered Happiness 

5+1 
Your Identified Essences Become Your Feelings of Negative Attraction Transforming into Your Pressured Memory 

Vibrations of Instincts Manifesting Your Attractive Treasured Reality of Love from Your Remembered Happiness 

*Main chakra correspondence.  Chapter 5 treasure reference from page 71.   
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